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rules are adhered to. Many villages in the plain have their own
polo grounds and the sport is universal though it is said that the
introduction of the bicycle has tempted the rising generation to
purchase these utilitarian machines rather than to keep a stable.
The Maharajah maintains ponies and players at his Court and
both are forthcoming when needed*
My visit to Imphal was made under the pleasantest of cir-
cumstances.    My hosts were charming people whose knowledge
of the country and whose interest in the people were profound.
The satisfactory relations existing between  the Resident and
the Maharajah's Court and the population were evident.    Al-
though a little echo of Indian unrest had reached the State from
across the border in Bengal it seemed to have penetrated very
slightly below the surface and to have found expression in little
more than  a mild spirit  of hesitating  truculence amongst a
certain number of young men.    I was much struck with the
attitude of the small body of English officials in this little Native
State and with their sense of responsibility in their relations with
the  people.     It is  difficult,  and  under  actual  circumstances
impossible,   that   the   contact   between   the   Knglish   and  the
Manipuris can be very close, for the people of the country are
the strictest of Hindus in faith, but there was an absence of
tension  in  the atmosphere which  contrasted very favourably
with the conditions I had seen in British India,   The Manipuris
are easily stirred, having much in common with the Burmese in
this respect, but at the same time they appear to be responsive
to wise and sympathetic treatment and this, I think, they have
received.    The  Resident's official  duties  are  many and are
increased by the personal respect in which he is held*   Not only
do affairs of state occupy his time but he is the refuge of all the
Court disputants—and they are many—and the general peace-
maker.    During my stay Hindu ladies from the Palace were
continually visiting the  Residency  to  discuss  their  personal
affairs, to complain of the palace authorities or of their husbands
and relations ; or of each other and even to seek settlements for
their quarrels with their servants.   They came often and stayed
long and were, I doubt not, very discursive and very wearying
but the Resident seemed to have endless patience and enaless
f
ood humour.   These Palace ladies were received with all the
eference due to their rank and, the long conversations over,
they bustled down the portico steps and drove away with their
attendants in their royal motor-cars, leaving the Resident with

